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BLACK CATS HOWL AT JINX DANCE
•

'

Superstitious? Got a Weak Heart?
Ward Off Evil at Friday 13th Hop
BEWARE! BEWARE! BEWARE! Black cats, open umbrellas,
broken mirrors, spilled salt, and leaning ladders will be featured
at the PSA Jinx Dance tonight, Friday the 13th, in the COP Gym.
' The event is definitely not for
the faint of heart who fear to fool
Coming Events
with fate, but promises to be an
1 8 51
A G O L D E N C E N T U R Y C R O W N S P A C I F I C
1 9 5 1
exciting evening for daring souls
FRIDAY, APRIL 13:
who defy superstition. And just
VOL.46
C. O. P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
PSA Jinx Dance, COP Gym, to take off the black curse, there
April 13, 1951 — No. 23
9-12 p.m.
will be a few four-leaf clovers
"The Traitor", Pacific Thea and lucky seven dice and rabbits'
A.W.S. To Elect;
tre, 8:30 p.m.
feet scattered around, along with
Nominations Due
Baseball: Tigers vs. U of SF a new moon to wish upon.
Aspiring candidates for the ad
Stockton; Colts vs. Lodi,
Bev Vowel, dance chairman,
ministrative offices for scholastic
Lodi
There are still some uninformed^has announced that the dance will
year 1951-'52 of the Associated characters going about inquiring
Track: Mustangs vs. Santa be a sport affair, and will be
Women Students will be pre blankly of Mardi Gras committee
Rosa and Vallejo, at COP, held from nine until twelve, with
sented to the,student body at a members, "Say, when is Mardi
3:30
admission by PSA card or SC
general assembly April 19, 1951, Gras, anyway?" It's hard to be
Privilege card. Music will be by
SATURDAY,
APRIL
14:
on the College of Pacific campus. lieve that, in the face of all the
Bill Allen.
"The Traitor", Pacific Thea
To fulfill the duties of any one advertisements, posters, and gen
Decorations are being planned
tre, 8:30 p.m.
of the seven executive offices, a eral chit-chat, not to mention
by
Helen Flaharty, assisted by
candidate must be enrolled in Weekly articles, that some peo
Panhellenic Sororities Pledge
others.
Bev Vowell, chairman
College of the Pacific, possess ple are still in the dark.
Dances, at the individual
of the chaperones committee, has
membership in the P.S.A. for not
houses, 9-12
Let it be noted that Mardi Gras
asked Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Antilla,
less than one semester, have an weekend is April 27-28, exactly
WRA Individual Sports Day Mr. and Mrs. Van Sweet, and Mr.
accumulative grade point average two weeks from today. Got it?
at COP, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Mrs. Chris Kjeldsen to be
of one point in the prescribed April 27-28.
Baseball: Mustangs vs. Sac present to sabotage spooks.
study list of twelve units mini
Now that the date is fixed firm
ramento, 12:15
Other committee members in
mum requirement.
ly in mind, how about a few items
Track: Tigers vs. Fresno volved in the nefarious schemes
The elective body, consisting of from the schedule of events to act
State, Cal-Poly, Fresno
for the evening include Jeanne
the entire A.W.S. membership, as an appetizer for the biggest
Gist, Orchestra; Joan Deaiey,
will convene Tuesday, April 24, time of all the Centennial celebra
TUESDAY, APRIL 17:
Publicity, and Bob McKibbon,
1951, in the P.S.A. office to deter tions ?
Recital: Bowling, Welton & Clean-up.
mine the leaders for the coming THURSDAY:
Trio, Conservatory, 8:15
year. Membership in the organi
11:00 Queen candidate's assem
Baseball: Tigers vs. Sacra
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18:
zation is automatic for all Col
bly in the conservatory.
mento State, COP; Colts
Lowell Thomas, Pacific Audi
lege of the Pacific and upper
FRIDAY:
vs. Woodland at S.C., 3:15
torium
division Stockton College women.
12:00 Deadline for float entries.
RICHARD ARMBRUST, bari
Newman Club Meeting, And
Orchestra "Pops" Concert,
A.W.S. President Hilda WunAll floats must be on campus tone soloist, who will sing a series
erson "Y", 7:30 p.m.
COP Gym, 8:15 p.m.
derlich hastens to remind her
by noon. Line-up spot is Bur- of selections from the musical
members that petitions for pros
cham Lane, running by the "South Pacific" at the SC-COP
pective officers must be com
dining hall, the girls' dorms, Orchestra "Pops" Concert next
pleted and in possession of the
and the Administration build Wednesday night, April 18, in the
A.W.S. representative in each liv
ing.
COP Gym. The concert begins at
ing group by April 17, 1951. Ann
1:00 Assembly in the Greek 8:15.
Arthurs and Nadine Proffitt will
Theatre for the announce
receive the petitions in West and
"Traitor," a new three-act dra he winds up helping to track
ment of the Mardi Gras
South Halls respectively; Ruth
ma by Herman Wouk dealing with down atom secret spies. The ex
Queen.
Harker, Dahl King, Helen Moore,
2—5 Mardi Gras parade down
the current atomic age, will be citing drama is being staged for
Raye Shorb, Joan Tennant, Mary
Pacific
Avenue
and
Main
St.
Pacific
Theatre's fourth and final the first time in California.
Simonelli are representatives in
Others in the cast include Bill
6:00 Dinner for the guests of
major attraction of the centen
sororities Zeta Phi, Mu Zeta Rho,
Cluff, Bill Hecomovich, Bill Sib
honor
to
the
1951
Mardi
Gras
Tau Kappa Kappa, Alpha Theta
The local chapter of Blue Key nial year. The production, di ley, Phil Chalmers, Barbara An8—12 Sororities and women's
Tau, Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Tau
climaxed its first year of activity rected by DeMarcus Brown, is dress, James Curley, Paul Spier,
dorms will hold open houses. with a thoroughly successful Ini slated for tonight and tomorrow
Gamma; Mary Cappa of Women's
The
frats and North Hall will tiation Banquet last Sunday and again next weekend the 20th Jack Jones, Jim Lane, Barbara
Y and Vonda Carlton of Knolens
McMahon, Sherwood G o o z e e,
hold
dances.
will accept' petition in their
Night. Everyone had fun, especi and 21st.
MaryBelle Ryberg and Dave Mangroups.
SATURDAY:
ally at the expense of President
Tom Rosqui, one of the most ley.
Post-election functions of the
7:30 Queen's Dinner
Burns and Dean Betz.
effective character portrayers in
Tony Reid is technical advisor,
organization center on the instal
9—1 Mardi Gras Costume and
The banquet, which was held at the college company, appears as and Bill Strom is in charge of
lation of officers at the annual
Masquerade Ball
the Hutson House, was preceded atomic research scientist profes stage design.
banquet and the climaxation of
10:30 Queen coronation
by a brief but impressive initia sor Allen Carr. He becomes con
Tickets for opening night and
the active year with the spring
April 24 is the election day for tion service at Morris Chapel. vinced that world peace cannot be for three more performances of
formal on the evening of May Mardi Gras queen contestants. President Bob Anderson presided, achieved unless nuclear bomb "The Traitor" may be reserved by
12, 1951.
Voting can be done by PSA card
(Continued on pagp 2)
knowledge is shared by all. But calling 2-8676.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR
MARDI GRAS WEEK-END

"Traitor", Final Major Theatre
Attraction, Atomic Spy Thriller

Blue Key Marks
First Year End

Sorry Sunburned Sitters Suffer Saddle Sores...
Yesterday at eleven o'clock, the flagpole sec
tion of the Naranjado sales campaign was brought
to a close when the two flagpole sitters were
released from their high station.
Looking both sunburned and determined, the
two expressed gratitude for the alertness of the
yearbook staff who kept them well supplied with
water, reading matter, and lotion.
In addition to staying in the saddle through
out the day and part of the night, the squatters
were kept busy broadcasting over KAEO. It was
in this capacity that they read excerpts from
every college humor magazine in the area.
The daring young men who participated in
this class cancellation feat ascended the 342 foot
pole with two objectives in mind:
(1) To sell many people many Naranjados.
(2) To smash any existing pole records.
However, after their descent there was some
question what records had been broken. A check
into the flies revealed that most pole records
still stand, but there are two that will never
again be of use. These were namely "I Sprang
Into The Saddle" by Cactus Jack Marty, and "I

Was Sprung Outa Jail" by No Gun McFist.
Concerning saddle sitting, the two men had a
great deal to say. They commented at length
about the excellent opportunity to study the migra
tory habits of birds, as well as the End Zone
habits of students. Also they added that the
lucky old sun was quite a study in itself.
And for the offer of the South Hall sunlamp,
the two fellows were very grateful.
Aside from a group of zealous San Jose
States, there were no serious mishaps that could
be attributed to the many hours spent in the
horse chair. The State Spartans were armed with
hack saws and acetylene torches and would have
toppled the tower had it not been for the fast
response of the Trader, who had 'em.
Following the Trader's instructions, the pole
men answered all questions in perfect unison.
"We've got 'em," they shouted.
"What?" we asked.
"Saddle sores," they moaned.
But the Naranjado staff was anything but
sore as they looked back upon a highly successful
sales week.

MORE THAN A FEW RECORDS WERE BROKEN

m

Players Go Wilde Blue Key Continued Harbert Leads
(Continued from Page One)
Calendar Board For Mardi Gras
Speech Confab
and was assisted by Vice-Presi
By TED SMALLEY
Mrs. Wilhelmina K. Harbert, as
dent Brit Smith, Secretary-Treas
Consider Affairs
urer Jim Jewell, Faculty Advisor
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Senate Meets,
Considers Plans

The brief Senate meeting last
Monday night was highlighted by
The new Calendar Advisory
reports of freshman orientation Board held its organizational
plans and the World Student Ser meeting last Monday night in An
vice Fund.
derson Social Hall. Edie Fincher
Bob McKibben, Commissioner was elected chairman, and Mari
of Organizations, sketched the re lyn McFarland and Virginia Baker
sults of his committee's work on were elected vice-chairman and
preparations for an Orientation secretary, respectively. The date
Week at the beginning of the fall set for the next meeting was April
semester. Barbara Strand, Drives 30.
Commissioner, reported t li a t | Ira Wheatley, PSA Student Af
Garth Lipsky is assisting her in fairs Commissioner, opened the
the WSSF fund drive, which will meeting as chairman pro tern. He
be held during the week begin I traced the growth of the idea for
I the Board, and Dean Monroe exning May 14.
j plained some of
the problems
In other actions of the evening,
| which arise in administering a
the Senate heard a report on elec
social calendar.
tion plans by Roger Wickman of
j
The discussion which followed
the Student Affairs Committee,
refused a Weekly request for an centered around the problem of
additional $200 appropriation, and j inducing individual organizations
decided to hold a training confer j to cooperate in all-campus events,
ence for election candidates and isuch as PSA and AWS dances.
The idea of limiting the number
all campus officers on May 5.
of formal dances per semester
was also explored.
Board representatives present
at Monday night's meeting in
cluded Virginia Baker, Dean
Betz, Marge Cunningham, Ernie
Ferrari, Edie Fincher, Jeanne
By IRA WHEATLEY
Gist, Virginia Grattone, Don Ja
Townspeople of Stockton had cobus, Marilyn McFarland, Dean
an opportunity to see students in Monroe, Craig Seavey, Stan
action last Sunday at the Annual Steele, and George Walters. Also
YMCA Banquet. And, speaking present as observers were Alice
literally, the event left a very Bogie, Ira Wheatley, and Hilda
W'underlich.
fine taste in their mouths.
The banquet was the first to be
held in the new YMCA building, Chief Cook. Barbara McKinnon
and was attended by over 180 was Head Waitress.
civic leaders and supporters of
A lauddble postscript to this
the local Y. It is safe to say that commendable exhibition is found
they were all surprised at the in the financial report. For,
finesse of the students involved. serving roast beef, et. al, at $1.50
The entire job of ( planning, a plate, the student team of twen
cooking, serving and cleaning up ty persons managed to show a
for this big affair was handled profit of $135 for the Y Center
solely by students from COP's budget!
Anderson Y Center. Don Martin,
This kind of service to campus
a former U. S. Army hash slinger and community by fellow-students
and at present a part-time chef surely merits our sincere appre
for the National Guard, was the ciation!

Cooks-Waiters
Star at Banquet

PACIFIC 5 & 10
SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.
3224 Pacific Ave.

Phone 3-9966

THE TOY BOX
EVERYTHING IN TOYS
3220 Pacific Ave.

Phone 4-7170

Have you heard about Studio
Theatre? They're going "Wilde"
for Mardi Gras. Yes, opening on
Wednesday, April 25, will be "An
Ideal Tusband", by Oscar Wilde.
The show will also be presented
on Thursday and Friday, April
26 and 27.
In the title role of this sophisti
cated comedy is Ted Smalley,
playing Sir Robert Chiltern. He
was last seen portraying an old
peasant in "The Doctor in Spite
of Himself." Opposite him, as Sir
Robert's wife is Joyce Osbcrn.
Joyce may begin to wonder if she
is being typed, for her last role
was also that of the wife of the
titular character in "The Doctor
in Spite of Himself."
As the scheming Mrs. Chevely,
Marion Cramer is to be seen.
Marion is a familiar figure in
Pacific Theatre circles and is re
membered as Dagmar in "I Re
member Mama."
Dave Manley is cast in the role
of the suave Lord Goring, close
friend of the Chilterns and an
even closer friend of Mrs. Cheveley's. Dave has been a busy
figure in the Studio Theatre pro
ductions this year, appearing in
all of them to date: "Gammer
Gurton's Needle," "Christmas
Carol", and "The Doctor in Spite
of Himself."
In the role of Lord Caversham,
elderly father of Goring, is the
prominent Pacific Theatre vet
eran, Bill Sibley. Bill this year
has entertained audiences as
Papa in "I Remember Mama",
Scrooge in "Christmas Carol",
and as "The Doctor in Spite of
Himself."
Last seen playing the nurse in
"The Doctor in Spite of Himself,"
and now cast as the love interest,
is Billee Jean.
Others in the cast include: Alice
Brouss, Paul Spier, Don Tafjen,
Shirley Neilsen, Pat Ellis, June
Dietz, and Rosslyn Sloss.
Heading Director W i 11 a r d
Clarke's crew are Paul Spier, As
sistant Director; Bud Meek, Stage
Manager; and Don Tafjen, Assist
ant Stage Manager. Others in
clude Costumes, Mary Lesperance
and Rosslyn Sloss; Properties,
Pat Ellis; Lights, Loretta Mason;
Publicity, Ted Smalley; Music,
Penny Fitzgerald; and Librarian,
Paul Spier.
The dates again are April 25,
26 and 27 when Studio Theatre
goes Wilde.

THE END ZONE...
Your On-Campus Refreshment Center
•
Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building —

LET'S MEET AT —

. . . from 3.98

PLATE LUNCHES SERVED NOON AND EVENING

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346

sociate professor of public school
Dean Betz, and Past-President musical guidance and therapy at
Bob McConnell. Pledges accepted
the College of the Pacific, led
for membership included under
graduates Dick Armbrust, Bob several important sessions at the
Buchman, Phil Chalmers, Jim Co- Seventh Annual Speech Educa
burn, Art Corra, Bob Corra, John tion and Guidance Convention
Nastari, Tom Rosqui, Bill San- which convened today in Palo
ford, Bob Schumacher, Roy Stor Alto under the supervision of
ey, and Roger Wickman, and Palo Alto City Schools.
alumni George Tabuchi and Jim
Mrs. Harbert, with Vernon
Watters. A special feature of the
De Sylva, musical therapist at
initiation was the giving of fac
Stockton State Hospital and a
ulty membership to Harold "Pop"
College of the Pacific graduate,
Heisinger in recognition of his
directed a morning discussion of
service to the student body and
Music in Clinical Services. They
the school.
acquainted that group with the
Festivities began in the banquet
many areas in which music now is
room at 7:00 with hors-d'ouvres,
functioning in clinical services.
and the last spoonful of ice cream
Their work in musical therapy at
passed into oblivion more than an
the Stockton State Hospital is
hour-and-a-half later. During the
attracting considerable attention
meal Phil Chalmers kept one side
and is showing marked results.
of the room in stitches with his
In a section meeting on Func
plastic physiognomy, while Dr.
Burns entertained the other with tional Music in Clinical Services,
tales of a trip to San Mateo at Mrs. Harbert was assisted in the
which his speech to a Contrac discussion by Mrs. Marian Call,
tor's Association donner was pre physiotherapist at Stockton State
ceded by a strip-tease act. (The Hospital; Mr. DeSylva, Granville
President was not permitted to Bayse, assistant professor of
forget "San Mateo" for the re speech at Pacific; Mrs. Marjorie
Sheridan, assistant professor of
mainder of the evening!)
Following toothpicks and cof physical education at Pacific; and
fee, the program degenerated into Joan DeVincenzi and Shirley
a series of speeches, announce Pressley, special students in
ments and greetings. All the speech, music and physical Educa
brothers who could do so had bor tion at COP.
rowed tuxes for the occasion, so
Current practices which are
that the parade of leading campus producing results with youth and
shirt-fronts was indeed wonderful the evaluation of the place of cre
to behold.
ative arts in human adjustments
The tempo increased as Phil were discussed further.
Chalmers took the floor to intro
duce the entertainment which had
been prepared by the pledges. The Indonesian Thanks
Corra Brothers, Dick Armbrust,
For Books
the vaudeville team of Chalmers
The World Student Service
and Rosqui, and John Nastari
combined to provide plenty of Fund recently sponsored a drive
laughs and good music. Needless to alleviate student needs in other
to say, each joke was checked countries by sending books to
with Dean Betz to see what effect foreign universities. The chair
it might have on the standing of man of the World University Ser
vice Committee in Indonesia, Mr.
the fraternity charter.
The program once more deteri R. S. I. Santoso, writes to Ameri
orated as Jim Jewell fought his can donors:
way to his feet to transact some
"With feelings of gratitude we
business. The group voted ex have received books from the
pense money for two delegates to WSSF, a part of these books be
the Region IX Convention in San ing the result of your effort to
Jose on April 20-21, and Ir?t support the Indonesian Univer
Wheatley and John Nastari were sity. This fine gift is very much
selected to represent the old and appreciated by the students, who
new members, respectively.
are in severe lack of study ma
Finally, the brothers thanked terial. It is a painful revelation
Dr. Burns, Dean Betz and each to discover that isolation resulted
other, and headed home to get out in a state of backwardness —
of their studs and collar buttons. compared to conditions in your
Old members present included country. You cannot imagine how
undergraduates Bob Anderson, precious books are for our uni
Doug Breien, Willard Clarke, versity. It is in a spiritual respect
Sherwood Goozee, Cliff Green, that we hope to approach an
Jim Jewell, Don Martin, Bob equal plane as soon as possible.
McKibben, Jerry Parodie, Robin Though materially we are in need
Rush, Brit Smith, Bill Strom, and of many things, still this lack we
Ira Wheatley and alumni mem can bear easily.
bers Bob McConnell and Joe Rihn.
"It is very regrettable that one
year of freedom is not yet long
POOL OPENED TO enough to recover from all the
disasters which have been in
CARD HOLDERS
flicted on our country through
The swimming pool will be eight years of warfare and revo
opened for a summer season of lution. Now better times are
recreational swimming for PSA ahead and I hope that within a
card holders (card must be pre few years we will be able to co
sented) Saturday, April 14 if operate with you all in the full
sense of WUS and WSSF work."
weather is favorable.
Hours on Saturdays and Sun
"Psychotherapy and the Pas
days will be 2:00-4:30 p.m.
Any individual using the pool toral Ministry" was the theme of
except when a duly appointed life the Religious Spring Convocation
guard is present, will lose for the held recently at Vanderbilt Uni
remainder of semester all recrea versity.
tional swimming privileges.
Nfever run after a bus or a
Sun bathing is not permitted
within the enclosure during regu woman; another will be along
presently.
lar swimming class periods.

JFSSF

Conservatory News
By SCOTT COULTER

Tests Given For Yip Watercolors
gestions by consciously organiz
Draft Deferment At Art Center ing
the parts into one coherent Frank Wolfe Says:
whole.
The Selective Service College
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Mary Bowling, pianist, J. Henry
YVelton, tenor, and the Conserva
tory Trio will appear at the fifth Qualification Test, which may be
faculty recital next Tuesday at taken by students who have be
8:15 p.m.
gun their college careers and
Miss Bowling has chosen to who seek deferment from military
Play the "Symphonic Etudes", service in order to continue, will
Opus 13, of Schumann; Mr. Wel- be administered at the College of
ton will sing A. Walter Kramer's the Pacific on May 26, June 16
cycle, "Beauty of Earth"; and the and June 30, according to present
Conservatory Trio—Alix Brown, plans. Dr. Willis N. Potter, of
cellist, Horace Brown, violinist, the School of Education, has been
and Edward Shadbolt, pianist will designated as supervisor of the
perform the Trio, Opus 99, in B test for the college.
Flat Major of Schubert.
The Qualification Test, a threeFor both Miss Bowling and Mr.
Welton, this is the first solo ap hour examination, is described
pearance in the current faculty as an evaluation of aptitude for
-Series. The Conservatory Trio, ap college learning, and not as a test
peared earlier in the year. The of general intelligence nor of sub
Schubert which they will play on ject matter. As far as is known
Tuesday evening is one of the ma at present, it is not an examina
jor trios in chamber music litera tion for which specific prepara
ture. According to one of the tion can be made. The results of
Trio's members, it has been at the the Qualification Test will be
top of the "must" list for quite used as one of the possible cri
teria for deferment of college stu
a while.
Frederick Owens, a Conserva dents — the other important cri
tory graduate student, will accom terion being the scholastic
achievement of the individual
pany Mr. Welton in his group.
student as evidenced by his class
standing.

Fresno Debaters
Here Tomorrow

By LORNA KIRSHEN

A fresh new group of dynamic
watercolor paintings by Richard
Yip will be on exhibition in the
College of Pacific Art Center
opening Monday, April 9th, and
continuing for two weeks until
April 20th.

Mr. Yip, who is well known to
local art enthusiasts, has executed
well over two hundred new paint
Pacific Art Center will be open
ings since last year's Art Center to visitors Monday through Fri
showing of his work. He has day from 8 to 5.
shown an increasing development
of appreciation for the more ab
stract qualities to be found in
natural phenomena. Like so
many other mature artists, Mr.
Yip has discovered the power in
herent in his medium for express
ing the forces of nature in all its
moods. Using great bold strokes
The young man's
of the brush in angular thrusts
across the paper and playing his
very brief,
warm and cool colors in opposi
tion, Yip has brought exciting
tight fitting
new qualities into his interpreta
Short for
tion of the scenes he selected for
study.

Always a seeker of meaningful
To be eligible to take the Selec
tive Service College Qualification patterns in nature, he began ob
serving smaller objects and ar
Test, an applicant
Three debate teams from Fres
rangements of natural forms as
(1)
Must
be
a
registrant
under
no State will be on campus to
he walked along. Occasionally, a
morrow for a series of debates. the Selective Service Act who in grouping of some these elements
Teams representing COP will be tends to request occupational de would appear as an interesting
Vic Guthrie and Eugene Tiscor- ferment as a student;
pattern — and certainly it must
nia, Bert McDonald and Jack
(2) Must be under 26 years old be true to life, since it was ob
Ross, and George Nunn and Joe at the time of taking the test;
served to occur in such fashion
Gallegos.
only
in nature's arrangement.
(3) Must be satisfactorily pur
The question under discussion
suing a full-time college course Perhaps it would be the vein
will be: Resolved, that the nonleading to a degree (the applicant structure in a leaf, a pattern of
Communist nations should form
need not be in a four-year col cracks in dried mud, a flowing
a new international organization.
lege but his entire course of study group of line in a grape plant, or
Barbara Blaue and Robert Mor
must be satisfactory for transfer the architectural qualities of some
ris represented COP in an exhibi
of credits to a degree-granting desert growth. With this as a
tion debate at USF on April 15. institution);
guide, or skeletal structure, a
They upheld the negative side of
whole painting of a scene in the
(4) Must not previously have landscape, indigenous to the loca
the question: Resolved, that the
libel of racial and religious taken the test.
tion where the first design was
groups should be made a legal
If it is deemed advisable, spe noted, would be created over the
offense.
cial meetings will be arranged linear pattern laid out to contain
for interested students at the col the resultant painting.
lege, at which times suggestions
Summer Seminar In
Mr. Yip is an honest painter;
may be given and questions an constantly seeking truth, which
Youth Problems Given swered in relation to efficient per is in no sense to be construed as
Of interest to sociology, reli formance on an aptitude examina meaning photographic realism.
gious education and psychology tion such as the College Qualifi Rather, it might be said to involve
majors is the announcement by cation Test purports to be.
a search for beauty without con
Application cards, together with centrating on surface qualities
Dean Marc Jantzen of a summer
session seminar in Youth Prob printed instructions about the but always attempting to reveal
lems, to be offered June 19-21 by test, will be available very soon in inner meanings, essential moods
Don B. Cramer, chief of the divi local selective service offices. felt to be permeating from cer
sion of training and treatment of Students wishing to take the test tain natural stimuli, and yet ar
should apply as soon as possible. tist enough to heighten these sugthe California Youth Authority.
This will be a concentrated two
week seminar dealing with the
conditioning factors underlying
the social maladjustment in
children and the behavior pat
terns that are shown as a result
of these.
The problem is approached in
the following manner: the study
2363 Pacific
Phone 3-1536
of the individual factors (physic
— OPEN EVENINGS —
al, biological, mental, emotional,
character traits, and personality
habits); home and family life,
companionship, associations, and
THE AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE (Quakers)
gang activities; inadequacies of
Presents
community instruction and the
effect of population and cultural
factors; racial and minority
groups; cultural conflicts; and
AUTHOR, SOCIAL EVANGELIST
economic and physical environ
mental factors.
In

DR. KIRBY PAGE

"The Christian Answer to Communism"

FOR ALL YOUR

Photo N e e d s . . .

Or
HOW CAN WE STOP THE WAR?

Tuesday, April 17-8 p.m.
NER
2034 Pacific Avenue

Oh The Miracle Mile

Proofs may be seen for all
living group and graduation
Naranjado pictures at the Don
Wheeler Studio on Pacific
Avenue before Tuesday. Re
turn all proofs at this time,
also. If you do not go down
to select your picture the Na
ranjado staff will have to se
lect the picture we use and as
we are blind in one eye and
cannot see in the other you
had better select your own
picture.

Mr. Yip's Pacific Art Center
show contains paintings done in
Stockton, Napa County, Hum
boldt County, Death Valley, Ariona, and in Columbia, California,
around the general Mother Lode
country. The group covers a time
period from 1949 to 1951 and in
cludes approximately 27 paint
ings.

McKEEVER'S

S6ont (fat

"

swimming,
and

1\\

surf-riding.

Look for the "Short Cut"
Label

95

Solid color and
bold South Sea
Island prints
with matching
shirt.

MEN'S CLOTHIER
. . . on the Miracle Mile

— SHOP MONDAY EVENINGS

COME TO THE...

APRIL 27, 28, 1951
BY THE

PACIFIC
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH — 405 East Lindsay St., Stockton

Stockton Merchants Association

ADMISSION FREE. There will be a free will offering for the
American Friends Service Committee (Quakers).

Pacific Avenue Merchants Association

AND
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JACKSON MEN TRAVEL TO FRESNO
55 FOOTBALLERS
MACON PROVES GREAT
SET FOR DRILLS
$aciftc|pg»j>ort0 RECORDS FALL IN DROVES
By MORRIE EDELSTEIN

Some 55 football players, in
cluding about 23 lettermen, will
be out to greet the school's new
grid mentor, Ernie Jorge, and his
two new assistant coaches on
April 23, the first day 6f spring
practice.
Ernie will be aided in molding
the team by Carl Jorgensen, for
mer St. Mary's player, as line
coach; and Jack Meyers, of Phila
delphia Eagles fame, will coach
the backfield. Hugh McWilliams
will coach the ends.
Spring practice will continue
until May 30 and culminate on
that night''with an intra-squad
game at Memorial Stadium. Dur
ing the one-month period most of
the emphasis will be put on the
fundamentals of the game and
the good groundwork which has
been typical of Tiger teams of
late.
To get back to the lettermen,
Harlan Berndt, Norm Schade,
Wes Mitchell, and Wayne Berg
man (probable punter on the
team) would all put in an im
pressive season at the end posi
tions.
The returning tackles include
Pat Ribero, Bob Stoner, Carlo
Simoni, Gordon Johnson, and Bill
Kelly. All have had a lot of ex
perience. Jerry Beaver, Jim Fairchild, and Duane Putnam will add
plenty of strength to the team at
the guard spots. George Johanson and Keever Jankovich will
have big shoes to fill at the center
spot, referring to Bob Moser, but
both boys have the fight and the
experience to offer added encour
agement.
For the quarterback spot there
will be a heated battle between
Doug Scovil, Tony Geremia, and
Bob Bezuk. Bezuk played second
string behind Parelli, the AllAmerican from Kentucky. The
other lettermen in the backfield
will be Ed Macon, A1 Smith, Tom
McCormick, and Jerry Pickering.
Among the new boys at the
end spot are a former Stockton
College greats Jack Fiore and
Jack Kreise. From Santa Rosa
there are two good boys in Dave
Deveto and Dick Gorman. Tony
Carthmere, from Chicago, will
be right in there, too. Newcom
ers who will add strength to the
team at the tackle position are
Charles Washington, Stockton
College All-Conference player;
Dick Merrifield, former Napa
Junior College player; and Gene
Palmiere, originally from Chica-»
go, and more recently star tackle
for Compton.
The new comers for guard will
add much depth to the team with
Hugh Kennedy, from Santa Rosa;
Gus Stromberg from Minnesota;
Jack Wilson, from Napa; Bob
Powers, from Stockton College;
Bud Meek, Sacramento Junior
College; Tom McLaughlin, from
San Mateo; and Jim Gunder,
from Lodi and Stockton College.
Dick Moore, from Chicago, will
also be a strong contender for
the line spot.
A little more help at the cen
ter position will come from two
ex-Stockton College greats, Ed
Mendonca and Lowell Hubert,
along with Bruce Deane former
Napa Junior College stalwart.
In the backfield there are Hen(Continued on Page 5)

By PHIL KORBHOLZ

Fresh from a decisive victory over Cal Poly and Sacramento
State which saw six records fall, Coach Earl Jackson's tracksters
will be hosted by Fresno State tomorrow at Ratcliffe Stadium in
the Raisin City.
Cal Poly is entering the meet,4—
___
and scores will be figured on a
triangular basis as well as be
tween C.O.P. and Fresno. On pa
per, the Tigers and Bulldogs are
about as evenly matched as is
College of the Pacific's tennis
mathematically possible.
squad plays host to netmen of
the University of San Francisco
BULLDOG BIG GUNS
The big boys for Fresno are this afternoon at the Oak Park
Bob Stout and Les Laing. Stout courts in one of Northern Cali
ran a 4:18 mile against Stanford fornia's arch tennis rivalries. The
three weeks back and thus ap matches are rated as a toss up
pears a cinch for that event as with both teams containing some
of the strongest men in California
well as the gruelling two-mile.
Laing, a Jamaican import, be collegiate tennis circles.
sides placing 5th in the Olympic
The Tigers have two matches
100 and 200 meter dashes, is almost cinched. Pacific's first two
British Empire sprint champion. men, Darrel Winrich and Don
However, if his pulled leg muscle Jacobus, are highly favored to
has not sufficiently healed, he win over the Don's Stan Smith
may finish second in both the and Seth Peterson. USF's Smith
Wes Mitchell, 210, "who will box dashes tomorrow.
Tom McCormick, 175 pounds,
is a returning letterman on the
in the heavyweight division on
strong Don team of last year.
who will box in the light-heavythe April 25th card which is be- MACON IN 440
However, the visitor's top man
Eddie Macon, who seems a will rate as an underdog, having
weight division in the Senior class jng presented by the Senior class
cinch in the 440, will probably be been beaten by Winrich in earlier
and Block P Society.
—Block P show.
running just hard enough to win, matches.
saving himself for the furlong
An interesting note is that the
battle against Laing. Wilbur
Dunn will give battle to swivel- Bengal number two man, Don
hipped Eddie in the quarter-mile. Jacobus, has also beaten the USF
Pacific's Don Brooks should top-rated player. The two met in
junior college play two years ago
College of the Pacific's ever-improving baseball squad takes to take the low hurdles handily but
when Jacobus covered the courts
will
be
hard
pressed
by
Rick
Col
the diamond again tomorrow afternoon at 2:15 to meet the powerful
for Stockton College and Smith
University of San Francisco nine at Oak Park. The Bengals will lins of State in the highs.
Joe Porasso of Fresno, with a cavorted for City College of San
be trying to extend their two-game win streak after downing San
time of 1:57.2 against Stanford, Francisco.
Jose State twice, 3-1 and 4-2 on the loser's diamond.
The only other match in which
will be heavily favored to take
Coach Hugh "Jo-babe" McWil-*
the Tigers will be highly favored
the
880,
with
Ray
Drew
being
liams plans to use right hander eyes should be one Kane this
C.O.P.'s top entry in that event. will be the Jacobus-Seth Peter
Jack Sandman this afternoon afternoon. The diminutive slug
The Orange and Black may son duel. Jacobus scored a clear
with Bud Watkins on deck to do ger has hit consecutively in every
make a clean sweep in the javelin victory over Peterson when the
a relief role if necessary.
Pacific game this season.
and discus, with at least a first Dons met Pacific earlier in the
season.
Coach McWilliams plans no
Bud Watkins also went the dis anu third in the shot put.
The Tigers will be considerably
change in the regular starting tance in the second game as the
Fresno has two men who have
stronger
than they were when
lineup. The probable starting Tigers whipped the hosts to the bettered 23 feet in the broad
nine for the Tigers will see Bob tune of a 4-2 score. Watkin's bat jump, although Macon's mark they lost to Dons in San Fran
Saucedo at the initial sack, Ray tery mate was big John Noce, last Saturday tops both. Dale cisco. In that first meeting the
White at second, Bill Sanford at who has been catching Watkins Keyser with a best spring of Bengals were without the services
third, and little Johnny Kane at for almost six years. The two 13' 6" in the pole vault heads the of number three and four men
shortstop. Keystoner White, in were together in high school, list in that event, although Coach Rich Haley and Lee Tucker. The
cidentally, leads the Pacific bats junior college, and now at Pacific. Flint Hammer's lads will un two were both stricken with flue
men with a sizzling .333 average.
doubtedly take second and third. but are now rounding into top
It was Noce who broke up the
shape.
Ray has hit twelve times for
twelve inning struggle last week. FRESNO TOUGH
The complete Pacific roster
thirty-six chances in the box.
The backstop bunted with Ray IN HIGH JUMP
will probably include Darrel Win
Four Fresnans have high rich, Don Jacobus, Rich Haley,
Outfield patrol for the Bengals White on second base and before
should include* Jack Fiori, Norm the ball was out of play he had jumped over six feet and it will Lee Tucker, Bud Blumenfield, and
Schade, and Bobby Leyton.
chased White all the way to home be up to Keyser to break up the Keever Jankovich.
host team's points. Fresno on
San Francisco must be rated plate.
paper is a lead-pipe cinch in the
as favorites for the duel, having
three firsts for a combined total
Although the Tigers have a relay.
downed some of the best colle nothing-to-be-ashamed-of five win,
It all figures up to a probable of 30 points.
giate competition in the state. seven loss record so far, they
score of 67-64 or 66-65 and take SUMMARY
And among their many achieve have not set the world afire at
your pick as to the winner. A
M i l e — Kirkpatrick (COP);
ments they downed the triple A the plate. It should be remem
victory for Macon in the 220 Wickman (COP); Barclay (Cal
class Sacramento Solons in a bered that much of the Tiger's
might decide it.
Poly); Barnes Sac.) Time, 4:36.
spring exhibition game.
competition has been against
RECORDS FALL
440 — Macon (COP); Carter
Last Saturday's double header tougher teams than the average
Here is a run down of the rec (Cal Poly); Houston (Cal Poly);
college
squad
usually
has
to
face.
against the San Jose Spartans
ords broken last Saturday on the Butler (COP). Time, :48.4.
was played in perfect baseball Part of that loss record includes Baxter oval:
100 — Brooks (COP); Paregien
weather with the Bengals at defeats at the hands of the Sac 1. Macon ran the 440 in 48.4 (Cal Poly); Hudson (COP); Bra
their best. Jack Sandman hurled ramento Solons and the Stockton for a new stadium record.
vo (Cal Poly) Time, :10.0.
the first game, in which the Spar Ports.
2. Macon took the 220 in 21.4
High Hurdles — Brooks (COP);
tans proved second best, and went
But for those nuts who find it for a new stadium record.
Johnson (Cal Poly); Sims ,Cal
the entire twelve innings. Sand necessary to be mathematical
3. Don Brooks ran the low Poly); Wham (Sac.). Time, :15.0.
man looked good in all aspects of wizards to enjoy the game we hurdles in 24.0 for a new stadium
880 — Olds (Cal Poly); Weisthe game by fielding his portion furnish the batting statistics for record.
ker (Sac.); Drew (COP); Noreen
of the infield with a large amount games to date.
4. Bob Butterfield hurled the (COP), Time, 2:05.
of hustle. At one time he caught PLAYER
220 — Macon (COP); Paregien
AB • R
H
PCT. javelin 195' 5" for a new school
a Spartan runner at third on Bay White
36
3
12
.333
record.
(Cal Poly); Hudson (COP); Car
Bob
Leighton
....
36
11
11
.306
what looked like a cinch infield Bob Saucedo .... 42
5. Macon broad-jumped 23' 7Vz" ter (Cal Poly). Time, :21.4.
4
11
.262
single.
John Kane
50
9
13
.260
for a new school and stadium
2 mile — Kirkpatrick (COP);
Jack Fiori
47
6
10
.213
In that first game the Pacific John Noce
34
4
6
.189
record.
Haas
(Cal Poly); Wickman
Sandman
19
2
2
.158
nine managed eight hits for their Jack
6. Bob Jones heaved the discus (COP); Barclay (Cal Poly).
Bill Sanford .... 41
2
6
.146
1
2
.087
three runs. Shortstop Johnny Matt Equinoa .... 23
158' 1" for a new school and sta Time, 10:37.
Norm Schade .... 25
2
2
.080
Kane came up with four of those PITCHER
IP R H RRF W L dium record.
Low Hurdles — Brooks (COP);
Jack Sandman
49 23 42 12
3
2
hits for five times at bat. All Bud
Macon and Brooks each took
(continued on page 5)
Watkins
20
9 13
9
1
0

FRISCO HITS TOWN
FOR TIGER NET FRAY

FRISCO NEXT FOE
FOR TRIUMPHANT NINE

Z U K E

— Sports Quiz —

S A Y

By MORRIE EDELSTEIN

By ED ZUCHELLI
How to be a fantastic athlete in three easy lessons . . . Eddie
Macon should write a book with that sentence as the theme . . .
The Tiger Terror smashed three Baxter Stadium records and also
a COP standard in last Saturday's track tussle with Cal Poly and
Sacramento State ... It was discovered after the meet that Eddie
had been working as a longshoreman the whole night before the
trackfest . . . Maybe he should get a scholarship . . . The Bengal
cindermen looked like USC in chopping off six stadium records,
and three school marks . . . Dale Keyser was the most improved
man in the meet with his 13 foot, six-inch mark in the pole-vault . . .
As to tomorrow nights' meet with Fresno down Radcliffe
Stadium way . . . Boyd Thompson, the genial COP assistant athletic
director, and Count Borofski, of world fame, figured out the meet
as a 66 to 65 victory for the Tigers . . . This was done without being
too biased (well maybe) . . . The meet should be a fierce one, and
a great warmup for the all-important San Jose, Olympic Club
fracas the following Saturday . . .

Ken Rose is going all-out for the big sports show to be held
on the night of the 25th . . . The hard-working "Smeller" has been,
Question to picture above:
showing the same hustle in his promotership that he exhibited
1.
In 1922 Gene Tunney fought
while playing baseball for Pacific last year ... A really fine show
Harry Greb for the light heavy
is in the making . . .
weight championship. Who won?
We mentioned two high school boys who high-jumped 6' 5" in
2. Who is the only heavyweight
the same meet last week, and who were from the same school . . . champion who retired from the
Everyone went nuts when they heard this . . . We now have a game undefeated?
topper . . . Two other boys, Shelton and Sinclair, of Washington
3. Who is the smallest player
High in Los Angeles, had it out over the cross bar last Friday . . . in Major League baseball?
The final result: Shelton, 6' 5Sinclair, L.A. City Champ last
4. Who won the recent NCAA
year, 6' 6%" ... How would you like to be as good as this kid Basketball Tournament?
Shelton and be second best on your school team? . . . We hope he
5. Pick one of the following
who is considered America's top
gets enough points to make a letter . . .
Loyola U. has a quarterback name Ron Becnel who is giving billiard player: (a) Wally Anker,
Don Klosterman a fight for first string honors . . . Hail the men (b) John Westphal, (c) Ken Rose,
on the COP net team . . . These boys are really putting out for (d) Schmendrike Hyamyankle.
6. Who recently won the North
Clint Arbuckle and Pacific .. . Fellows like F. A. DeP., better known
as Dodo, Keever Jankovich, Rich Haley, Bud Blumenfeld, Tucker, ern California Inter-Collegiate
Jacobus, and the rest, are going full tilt to re-establish Pacific's tennis singles championship?
great tennis reputation. Darrell Winrich, the top player in northern Answers —
1. The under-dog Greb won,
Cal, says that this is the best spirit he has even seen on a college
only Tunney came back and got
team . . .
the crown from him.
Orchids to Jerry Kirsten for the listed prices for next fall's
2. Gene Tunney.
football tickets . . . That $12.50 season ticket is great for the little
3. Phil Rizzuto of the N. Y.
guy, and should make some fine friends for COP . . . Word has it Yankees.
that Wes Walch (number 45 in your program) will be back in a
4. Kentucky
Tiger uniform this fall . . . Ernie Jorge had given up on that score,
5. None of these, Willie Hoppe.
but it seems that Uncle Sam is not grabbing the "Scooter" as yet. . . 6. Darrell Winrich.
Betcha five that E. LeBaron plays football for some Marine
A "»Out Set" FOR All VISITORS TO
team this year . . . Certain writers had him already fighting in
Korea when he was home on furlough two weeks ago, but Eddie
HISTORIC, FABULOUS. OLD SPANISH HACIENDA.
is too valuable as a publicity man for the Marines ... It will be •EAUTIFUl,
FAMOUS SCENIC ATTRACTION. CONTINUOUS SUNSHINE,
a break for the "kid" if he gets to confuse tacklers rather than FLOWERS. TROPICAL PALMS, CACTUS. MT. & VALLEY VIEW.
TOvUdi bvufcAt W
/tofeuUx VtUe TZcmcA.
Chinese Reds . . . Let's hope he gets that break . . .
LISTEN EVERY SUN MORN-9:30KSFO"DUDE RANCH BREAKFASTWONDERFUL
COUNTRY
FOOD,CELEBRITY
BAR, SWIM. DANCE.
Be seeing you at Sandy Point (after class hours of course).
TRIO. "GET-ACQUAINTED" PARTIES. WRITE FREE FOLDER
ZUKE
OMtte&titticiHclt 'HEARS.F.I PIEASANTQN.CM.
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GORGEOUS GREEK DRILLS
FOR COUNT BOROFSKI TILT
John "Gorgeous Greek" Poulus, showed superior class in work
outs yesterday as he hurled six straight wrestling sparmates out
of the Gerber Gym ring.
• Poulus, who is prepping for his
grudge battle with the internaTRACK
tionally famous Count Borofski,
(Continued irom Page 4)
the White Russian, exhibited a
new hold called the "Nuclear
Johnson
(Cal Poly); Wham Flick".
(Sac); Sandman (Cal Poly).
The Count, an affable killer
Time :24.0.
who holds victories over Gary
Keyser (COP)
Pole Vault
"Thunderbird" Busher, Olin Penn
Height 13' 6".
sylvania Beaver" Cooper, and
Shot Putt — Putnam (COP); others, was casual in his daily
Lipsky (COP); Hylton
(Cal workouts. "I break him like chick
Poly); Fairchild (COP). Distance, en bone," the massive former
48' 4".
Cossack laughed. "He don't have
Javelin — Butterfield (COP); a chance. I throw the Rasputin
Hylton
(Cal Poly); Cooper special."
(COP); McCormick (COP). Dis
Promoter Ken Rose, who is
tance, 195 5".
readying the local COP Arena
High Jump — Sims (Cal Poly); for the show on April 25th, said
tie between Aaron (Cal Poly),, that the Count would not receive
Prick (Sac) and Keyser (COP). his share of the purse if Poulus
retained the use of his limbs
Height, 6 feet.
Broad Jump — Macon (COP); after the contest . . . This is al
Garver (Cal Poly); Sims (Cal ways included in any contract
Poly); Dooley (Cal Poly). Dis with the Count so that he will
not become too easy-going and
tance 23' 7%".
Discus — Jones (COP); Put just mangle his opponent.
Boxers associated with the
nam (COP); Lipsky (COP),
show have been shown pictures
Smith (COP). Distance 158' 1".
Relay -— Cal Poly. Time, 3:30. of the Iwo Jima campaign in
Total Points: COP, 9. Cal Poly, 54. World War II. This is a new gim
mick to 'get them used to the
Sacramento State, 9.
sight of real action. Wes Mitchell,
the Angel, immediately tore a
Coed Recreation
hole through the movie room wall.
All men and women students Unfortunately Tom McCormick
are invited to play badminton went through the wall also.
every Monday night, and volley Friends may visit him at St
ball every Wednesday nig^it, from Joseph's Hospital.
7:30 to 9:00 in the COP gym.
The program is well underway,
These co-educational recreation and all should attend if possible.
al activities will begin on Monday, Rose encourages all ringside pa
April 16, and are sponsored by trons to wear large cellophane
the WRA with the cooperation of head guards to ward off the
the Men's Intramural League.
blood that is bound to fly.

CALIFORNIA

FOOTBALL

Yost Bros •

(Continued from Page 4)
ry Welsh, Phil Flock, Tom and A1
Cerceo, Cecil Harp, and Dale
Clipper, all from Stockton Col
lege, who are expected to add
strength to the team. Other new
comers trying out are Eddie
Meyers, from Modesto; E. V.
Lindsey, from Grant J. C.; Loren
Southerland, former Stockton
Tarzan great in the mid-forties;
Ed Macken, defensive end stand
out from Santa Rosa, and Jim
Noreen, safety and pass defense
specialist from Santa Rosa.
The new coaching staff and
the comparatively young squad
will have a tough schedule this
year, playing teams like Clemson,
Hardin Simmons, Oregon, USF,
San Jose State, Marquette, Boston
University, Loyola, Nevada, and
Denver.
A new service bulletin entitled
the "Personnel Index" is being is
sued periodically by the Depart
ment of Personnel, Methodist
Board of Education.
This bulletin, designed to help
schools with personnel problems,
will include names of leading
graduate students who are antici
pating positions in institutions of
higher education of The Metho
dist Church.

*<STYL£ STORE fOR^MEMe

CRUISE BLUES
(Blue Denim)

Born in California ...
. . .now Popular Everywhere

JA0KET
and SLACKS
'5®® each

JACKETS
They're long sleeves, zipper front, two large pockets . . .
Some with knit collar, cuffs and bottom....

$5.50

SLACKS
They're full drape, double reverse pleats, self belt, inset
pockets and tailored

$5.50

This Washable, Blue Denim Suit is
Sanforized Shrunk and Colorfast.

Show'em First Yost

MLEecs.

JOIN the

APPLY to

ARMY
RESERVE

NOW!

o

YOUR LOCAL
RESERVE UNIT INSTRUCTOR
A T
Building 317, Naval Annex
Stockton, California
Ph. 6-6031, Ext. 309

CLOTHES FOR MEN

320 E. Main St., Stockton—San Andreas—Tracy, 10th & B

UNITED STATES ARMY RESERVE
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"Y" CONFERENCE
NEXT WEEKEND

Pink Balloons

SOCIETY
ORGAN VESPERS
Organ vespers will be presented
in Morris Chapel by Mrs. Otho
York, soprano, Mrs. Geraldine
Peterson and Margo Steninger,
organists, Sunday afternoon at
4:30.
Mrs. Peterson, a local piano
teacher, is studying at the Pacific
Conservatory under Mr. Allan
Bacon. She plans to become a
church organist. She will play
two Bach numbers: Toccata, Ad»
gio and Fugue, in C Major; and
Hark a Voice Saith.

'1

On the weekend of April 20-22,
student members of Men's and
Women's Y organizations of the
Southwest Region will again
journey to Camp Campbell for
the annual Spring Regional Con
ference. Miss Betty Jensen of the
local Women's Y is co-chairman
of this year's Conference.

Rolff to Speak
At Newman Club
The third April meeting "of Col
lege of Pacific Newman Club will
be brought to order on Tuesday,
April 17, 1951, by President Dick
Rohrbacher.
Father Rolf of St. Mary's par
ish will address the Club at this
time.
The Father, in addition to hav
ing been deemed Stockton's "Man
of the Year", has recently origin
ated the St. Aloysius Boys' Club
in his parish.
His address will commence at
seven o'clock, to be followed by a
discussion of Club business af
fairs.

The theme of the conference
will involve leadership training
'for the solving of current campus
problems. Dr. Gordon Hearn of
UC, an experienced leader in
I group dynamics, will be the out
standing resource person.

Mrs. York will sing Panis AnLORRAINE LOUISE HARRIS
gelicus, by Cesar Franck, and
Ave Maria by Abt. A well-known
Balloons and Candy
Stockton soprano, she is the wife
of Otho York, oboist in the ale-Prelude, "Our Father, Who Tell Betrothal of
Stockton Symphony Orchestra.
Art in Heaven".
Larrie and Don
Next week's vespers will fea
Margo Steninger, a Stockton
Pink balloons with the names
College student from San Fran ture a soprano duet by Dolores
cisco, will bring the vesper ser Joy and Jean Ewan, and organ Larrie and Don inside and the
vice to a close with Bach's Chor- numbers by Kenneth Stone.
traditional five pound box of
candy revealed the betrothal of
Lorraine Louise Harris and Don
ald David Newbury to the girls
of Epsilon.

HAWAIIAN
PRINTS

'Hammie" Gives Word

In addition to recreation in the
Santa Cruz Mountains, the con
ference will offer student-led dis
cussion groups on such problems
as civil liberties, the draft, mar
riage, and world affairs.

IONE CUNNINGHAM

lone Cunningham,
Jack Kern Troth

The fee for the entire Confer
ence will be $6.00, of which $2.00
After an evening of excitement
must be deposited at the Ander and suspense, lone "Hammie"
son Y Center not later than Jfon- Cunningham told Zeta Phi mem
day, April 16.
bers of her engagement to Jack
Kern.
lone, a sophomore at Stockton
Tuesday Chapel
College, member of Zeta Phi and
The speaker at the regular Alpha Gamma Sigma, is a past
Tuesday Chapel service at 11:00 president of Spurs. Her parents,
Larrie is the daughter of Mr. on April 17 will be Mr. Roger Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cunning
and Mrs. Leo A. Harris. Mr. Har Deas. Mr. Deas has visited the ham of San Francisco, are both
ris is the athletic director at the campus on previous occasions as alumni of COP.
Jack, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
University of Oregon, Eugene, a speaker for Religious Emphasis
Julian Kern of Paso Robles, is a
Oregon. Larrie, a member of Ep Week.
silon Lambda Sigma, is planning ' At present he is Research Sec junior at Pacific. He is following
upon graduation to go to Chey retary for Governor Warren, and a business administration major.
Tentative plans have been made
enne, Wyoming for limited air is affiliated with the National
lines stewardess training classes. j Council of Christians and Jews.
for a winter wedding.

BEAUTIFUL
PATTERNS

BOLD

Naratifado
ft

BOOK OF THE CENTURY

a

LAST WEEK TO MAKE
2nd PAYMENTS—P.S.A. OFFICE

Colorful rayon prints that are
completely hand washable! !

Hawaiian and tropical designs. Short sleeves, two plain
pockets, sport collar. Sizes S-M-L.

AT PENNEY'S
— OPEN THURSDAY NIGHT TILL 9:00 P.M. —
STOCKTON

MAIN AND CALIFORNIA
P H O N E

7 - 7 0 6 1

PICK UP YOUR PROOFS OF PICTURES
AT DON WHEELER'S STUDIO
ON PACIFIC AVE. BEFORE
TUESDAY

BUY NOW

Cigars Herald NaslariYenter Engagement
The passing of cigars at Omega
•Phi Alpha on Thursday, April 6,
announced the engagement of
John Nastari, noted College of the
Pacific violinist, to Jackie Yenter
of Antioch.
Jackie, the doughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Yenter of Antioch, is
a stenographer in her home town.
John, a music major, is a
member of Omega Phi Alpha,
Phi Mu Alpha, and Blue Key, and
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mi
chael Nastari of San Leandro,
California.
The wedding date is set for
June 3, 1951, in Morris Chapel.
The Pacific A Cappella Choir will
sing at the ceremonies.
John plans to finish school and
then go into teaching or sym
phonic work.

Pi Gamma Mu
Initiates
The national Social Science
Honor Society, Pi Gamma Mu,
initiated five new members dur
ing the regular April meeting
last Sunday evening.
Those accepted into the honor
ary group were: Chick Chidester,
Loren Look, Donald Martin, Ruth
McBride, and Frank Shadley.

All College Honor
Holds Last Meeting
This Sunday night the All-Col
lege Honor Society will hold what
may be its last meeting, according
to Dr. Malcolm Eiselen, Scribe.
The group will meet at 7:30 in
the Faculty Lounge to consider a
plan of assimilation into Phi
Kappa Phi, a national honorary
scholastic society which recently
granted a local charter.
Dr. Emerson Cobb, a charter
member of the local chapter of
Phi Kappa Phi, will explain the
process of merger which has been
suggested by the national office,
and answer questions during the
discussion.
Following the business meeting,
the society will hear a talk on city
planning by Mr. Howard Bissell,
local architect and former con
sultant of the San Joaquin County
Planning Commission and the
Stockton City Planning Commis
sion.

Quick-Fernish Troth
Told to West Hall

CARL THOMAS

Thomas to Speak
For Fellowship
Featured at next Thursday
night's meeting of the Pacific
Christian Fellowship will be Carl
Thomas, regional staff member
for Inter-Varsity Christian FeL
low. Mr. Thomas will present
thoughts on "which Way, what
Truth, who's Life".
The IVCF chapter on this cam
pus is one of nearly 500 groups
in the United States and Canada
— interdenominational and evan
gelical — formed to provide
Christian fellowship for college
and university students.
Invitation is extended to all in
terested Pacific students to be
present in the Anderson "Y" next
Thursday evening at 7:30 to hear
and talk with Mr. Thomas. Re
freshments will be served at the
close of the meeting.

PACIFIC WEEKLY

A musical narrative, and poem
read by Mrs. McGee were the
means of announcing the engage
ment of Alida Quick and Ted R.
Fernish to the girls of West Hall
last Thursday night.
Alida is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie I. Quick of Wind
sor, California, and a member of
Mu Phi Epsilon; national music
sorority. She will receive her B.A.
in June and elementary teaching
credential at the end of the first
summer session.
Ted, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Fernish of San Jose,
is a pre-med student at Stanford
and a former member of Omega
Phi Alpha. He is also affiliated
with Phi Mu Alpha, national mu
sic fraternity.
Wedding plans are indefinite.

Sororily Open Bidding

Guest Speaker at
Joint Y Dinner
Charles Schwieso, regional stu
dent secretary of the American
Friends Service Committee, will
be a special guest speaker at the
joint Men's and Women's Y din
ner, Tuesday, April 17.
Members are to meet in the Y
at 5:45 to go through the dining
hall together. The program will
begin at 6:30 upstairs in Ander
son Y Center. All interested stu
dents are invited to join in an
evening of fun, fellowship, and
general interest.
She—"I've changed my mind."
He — "Does it work any bet
ter than the old one?"

Clothes For Sale
Mu Phi Epsilon is in great need
of donations of clothing, dishes,
and antiques for use at the
spring Rummage Sale on April 21
at the Labor Temple Building.
Contributions may be left at
Mrs. Harbert's office in the Con
servatory, with Dorothy Linden,
West Hall, with Joyce Heaton,
South Hall, or with Joan Tennent,
Epsilon.
The serving of refreshments by
faculty hostesses will conclude
the program.

Greater Beauty, Greater Security
for Your Cherished Diamond... in a
W (XE£,P£AR, """•
WE WERE THE MAIN
ATTRACTION UNTIL
, OUR W6B0S me

The "oh's" and "ah's" murmered
at the beauty of the bride
turn now to the beauty of her
WEBB'S wedding cake—and
for good reason, too!
Delightful, decorative—it's
truly part of the making
of a perfect reception.
We like to think of our
wedding cakes as a tribute
to the bride and her groom,
because they're individually
designed — just for them!

f

MOUNTING
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by Granat!

$132.50 — Engage

ment ring with 2 side
diamonds. Wedding
ring with 3 diamonds.
In white or yellow gold.
$197.50 —Engage
ment ring with 4 side
diamonds. Wedding
ring with 6 diamonds.
In white or yellow gold.
Prices Are For Both Rings
and Include Federal Tax

cr^amous-Wed-Lok*
ensembles lock in
>
perfect position, the
diamonds always in full view,
the rings protected from wear, yet
unlock when you wish! Many
lovely styles, all with carefully se
lected side diamonds and Granat
Tempered Mountings* (not cast).
TRADEMARKS RE8. U. S. PAT. Off.
WED-LOK RINGS PROTECTED BT U. B.PATE NT•

J E W E L E R
2047 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

^DeueAressen

3236- 3228 PACIFIC AVE.
Phones 4-5226 — 4-3482

Valuable Volumes
In Library Reserve
By MARALYN WOODALL

] KAEO RADIO SCHEDULE
KAEO'S SCHEDULE FOR APRIL 15 thru APRIL 20
^SUNDAY

10:00 Strictly

8:30 Event of the Week)

Instrumental
7:00 News
Word having tittered through
8:45 Classics in Opera
10:30 Smiles with Niles
7:15 U.N. Story
9:00 Dream Time
to the Weekly office that the Li
11:00 SIGN OFF
7:30 Orchestras of
9:30 Meet the Dean
TUESDAY
the World
9:40 Sports Storey
brary
has
a
section
of
extra-spe4:00
John
Madrid
Show
8:30
Modes
in
the
9:45 Serenade in Blue
18 5 1
A GOLDEN CENTURY CROWNS PACIFIC
19 5 1
4:30 The Record Stacker 10:00 Strictly
cially reserved books, a reporter
Modern Vein
5:30 Spotlight Revue
9:00 Standard
Instrumenaal
was sent to Head Librarian Laur6:00 Dinner Concert
School Broadcast
10:30 Music in the Air
Editor
Adah Marie Miller
7:00
News
11:00 SIGN OFF
9:30 News
Assistant Editor for Current Issue
;
Ira Wlieatley sen to investigate. Upon request,
7:05 Levee Serenade
THURSDAY
9:45 Chapel Chimes
Business Manager —
Jim Coburn Mr. Laursen conducted a private
7:15 Your Life Calling
4:00 COP Express
*10:00 Concert of
Publications Commissioner
Ed Powell
7:30 Proudly We Hail
Golden
Voices
4:30 Student Concerts
Acforisor
James Morrison tour through the Restricted Re
8:00 Music of America
6:00 Dinner Concert
'10:30 Prelude to
8:30
Nat.
Guard
Show
7:00
News
Dreaming
Reporters: Chick Chidester, Don Dragoo, Morris Edelstein, Lorna Kirshen, serve rooms which proved to be
8:45 One Night Stand
7:05 Levee Serenade
Rod Kling, Phil Korbholz, Marie Lutz, Marty Mandelker, Doris McKim, George both enlightening and interesting. f 11:00 SIGN OFF
9:00 Specially for You
7:15
Spotlight
CMONDAY
Neal, Roy Storey, Geoff Thomas, Sue Thomson, Bud Watkins, Ira Wheatley.
9:30 The Little Show
4:00 John Madrid Show
on Sports
9:40 Sports Storey
First stop was the magazine
7:30 Regards to
4:30 A Little Bit
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student
9:45 The Girls Present
Broadway
of Everything
Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, room, where along one side is
10:00 Cavalcade of Jazz
5:00 Off Broadway
8:00 Piano Portraits
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
10:30 Prelude to
8:15 Headlines in
6:00 Dinner Concert
displayed Californiana. These
Dreaming
Chemistry
7:00 News
11:00 STGN OFF
books are the most expensive in
8:30 The Four Knights
7:05 Levee Serenade
M ULDQWN EY.
STOCKTON
WEDNESDAY
8:45 Campus Mirror
7:15 Zuk^ Says
the college collection, and are
4:00 COP Express
9:00 Salute to
7:30 Tommy Dorsey
4:30 A Little Bit
Reservists
7:45 The Airlane Trio
being
gathered
in
connection
with
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of Everything
9:30 KAEO Covers
8:00 Un Poco Cabeza
the Centennial.
5:00 Bygone Ballads
the Camous
8:15 The Gay Blades
5:30 Band of the Week
9:40 Sports Storey
8:30 Stars on Parade
Mr. Laursen picked one old vol
6:00 Dinner Concert
9:45 Cafe Melody
8:45 I Am Time
7:00 News
10:00 Cavalcade
9:00 Best Band
GOLDEN SPRINGTIME
ume from the shelves. It was
7:05 Levee Serenade
of Jazz
in the Land
7:15 Star Time
9:15 Dream Awhile
10:30 Smiles with Niles
rusty brown colored, and lettered
7:30 Silver Strings
11:00 SIGN OFF
9:30 The Back Room
From a purely personal viewpoint, all is right with in elaborate gold leaf with the
7:45 Campus Deadline
9:40 Sports Storey
8:00 Gai Paree
9:45 Eddie Duchin
the world. Skies are blue and the sun shines brightly upon legend "Annals of San Fran
a flowering campus. The trees are bursting with their cisco". Mr. Laursen pointed to its
springtime green and camellias drop crimson petals on the back, which was blackened and
charred looking. "I've been think
warm brown earth.
ing," said he, "that it may have
The girls are in summer prints and the boys in gayly been singed by the San Fran
colored sport shirts. An undercurrent of Mardi Gras excite cisco Fire."
By DON DRAGOO
ment is noticeable around the chow hall and in the End
In a bound volume of "Califor
With Rod Kling & Dave Niles good for the new summer sun-tan.
Zone, and the flagpole sitters carry on atop their platform nia Illustrated" magazine, 1892, is
After over-hearing a conversa
on top of the tall saddle in favor
an article entitled "Should We
on the Mall.
tion between head man Ernie
of
the
1951
Naranjado
was
Mardi
Educate our Politicians?" No
Jorge & top man Tom McCorLove is everywhere, and all is right with the world.
Gras Queen Candidate Ann Ar mick, one gets the impression
comment.
A GOLDEN SPRINGTIME CROWNS PACIFIC.
Upstairs also is Pacificana, thurs ... It looks like Horse- that Ernie's new system for the
consisting of copies of the paper, trader Frank is stealing the play noggin' knockers will be easy to
the Naranjado, and books by Pa away from one Horsetrader Ed learn . . . The number four back
with the lady flag-pole sitter (McCormick) has only four dif
PRESIDENTS INTENTIONS
cific's students and faculty.
Downstairs, back of the desk, idea . . . But Rod & Dave didn't ferent patterns to learn . . . That
A more or less casual remark made recently by COP is another reserve room. On the seem to mind since they had an all adds up to mean that Pacific's
President Burns gives promise to this writer of more campus shelves can be found masses of unrestricted view of campus life warriors will have a few basic
yellow-bound theses. One thesis with West Hall near by & on plays with lots of fancy altera
unity in the coming years.
is
written in hand-lettered Japan demand deliveries from the End tions ... & that makes for a good
Speaking at the Blue Key Initiation Banquet last Sunday
Zone.
team since the plays are that
night, Dr. Burns commented on the heavy administrative ese characters, and its subject is
the economic changes in Japan.
What with the Mardi Gras just much easier to learn & remember
load occasioned by this year's Centennial events, and by the Beside these stands a group of
around the proverbial corner, the & there is less chance for error
huge campaign to raise funds for recent expansions and giant volumes which are in the campus is beginning to brighten . . . & what's more, it makes it
for a new library.
reserve room merely because up like a neon light after seven easier to maintain control of the
With these matters out of the way next year, said our there is not enough height on the p.m. . . . Posters demanding your game, & when you control the
prexy, plans are being made to spend a large amount of regular shelves. There are wood vote for various lovely hunks of ball, you win ball games.
en dummies of these books on female anatomy are all over the
As if you haven't notice al
administrative time in helping the numerous campus honor
the shelves where they should be, place . . . All you need to vote
ary organizations increase their usefulness to the college referring the searcher to the re for your favorite is the thought ready, plenty of beef, brawns, &
brains are already at it on the
community.
serve room.
in mind and a P.S.A. card or a lawns in front of North Hall . . .
This type of administrative effort has shown itself to Artistic books occupy several Stockton College privilege card & brother, that's a cheering sight
be much needed on the campus in recent years. We think it shelves, and one highlight is a . . . You cast your vote at the t o a n old football f a n . . . I t i s
can lead students and adults into a cooperative relationship five-volume French Illustrated P.S.A. office on April 24th.
the best indication in the business
History of Costume. The color
A side comment . . . Many stu of a team with the will to win
which will pay dividends in increased administrative effec plates alone are fascinating
dents about the Pacific play ... A lot of coaches across the
tiveness, faculty sensitivity, and student responsibility.
enough for an hour's browsing.
In short, the President's intentions are certainly good "Oh yes," added Mr. Laursen, ground have been heard to say country are praying for the same
that the last production of "Rogue thing & are not getting it . . .
almost as a postscript. "We have
ones!
Magazine" was much more accep Does that prove that the Tigers
a few sex books." Roughly oc
table t h a n t h e others . . . So I have faith in Ernie? . . . They're
cupying three shelves, the collec
Says has the feeling that a few not out in this heat to lose weight!
tion was purely scientific. Mr.
more of the same kind of editions
GRADUATION FRUSTRATION
Have a great time at Mardi
Laursen clarified the library's
won't hurt anyone ... A tip of Gras, the 27th & 28th of April
position
on
why
these
books
re
In last week's edition of the Weekly there was a feature
the lid to Chuck Saunders & gang. . . . Don't forget t o vote f o r
article which dealt with the subject of seniors and June main on reserve. "Personally. I KAEO, your campus radio sta your favorite for queen on the
don't care if you know I am a
graduation. The piece suggested that in order to avoid last man and you are a woman," he tion, had Rod (I'm gonna whop 24th of April . . . See ya' next
minute frustrations every senior should pay a visit to' the stated. In this modern age, the ya!) Kling & Dave (The Saddle is week.
office of the Registrar.
sooner you know, the better, he Tall) Niles on the air most of
The Marin Municipal Water
their stay . . . The show was
If it is journalistically possible to underline a previously went on.
produced by Dave MacDonald, District Reserve of 12,000 acres
But
whenever
the
library
has
stated suggestion, then we now attempt to so do with the
put the books of this sort on boy nothing, and just about every on the north slope of Mt. Tamaladdition that May 21 is the deadline for all seniors to see to open shelves, some frustrated one on the staff took a crack at pais, in Marin County, contains
it that their records are in proper order.
soul tears out a section of the engineering ... At least it was three picturesque reservoir lakes.
And if your records are as Hazy as this editorial, then scientific volume to digest at
home, or removes the whole book
they need to be simplified.
for his private collection. So an
interest in keeping the collection
intact, and not tact in itself,
NO PLATO
makes these books reserved. One
Perhaps it shouldn't be pointed out that today will he glance at the graphic and mechan
rife with catastrophe, but certainly it is a part of our public ical illustrations would convince
service to warn the reader to tread softly on this—Friday the amour-famished reader that
he would find more of interest in
13th.
"California the Romantic and
Old Weekly files reveal that in times past Pacific had Beautiful," upstairs in Califor
its share of strange happenings on this fateful date. One niana.

SO I SAYS...

issue reported the disappearance of a professor, which
wouldn't seem out of the ordinary except that he vanished
while in the midst of his lecture. According to the report
he was lecturing about Plato at the time of his unprecedented
departure.
Therefore, do not read Plato today. Avoid such things
as black cats, broken mirrors and open ladders. Possibly,
too, some lectures, a few classes, and all examinations.

VESPERS
Vesper Services are held in
the Chapel each Wednesday
evening from 7:00 to 7:30.
This period of personal and
guided meditation is a time
for you to be with God.

"AND SUDDENLY THERE'S A TERRIFIC EXPL

! !"

